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Abstract

This white paper describes game audio related teaching in Aalto University. Schools
inside Aalto University are presented individually including the most related master’s
programs, game audio related course listings and research groups that are working in
the field that can be considered to be related to game audio.
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1 Introduction

Sound design for games involves telling stories with sound by creating and dynamically
managing audio in tight concert with user interaction, visual, and tactile content. As a pro-
fessional practice, Game Sound Design negotiates multiple dependencies within and outside
the production team, and calls for a broad skill set not only limited to sound manipulation.
As a research topic, Game Sound is a diverse area of inquiry, spanning questions from the
physics of sound, audio production and technology, design practices, sonic branding and art,
all the way to basic research on the human perception and interpretation of sound.

As a thematic area of research and education, game sound is yet little explored. Yet relevant
research within Aalto University exists under different thematic topics such as Sonic Inter-
action Design, Virtual Acoustics, and Music Technology and Game Research. Similarly, game
sound has been a recurring topic within Sound in New Media and Game Production Master
programs (both at Media Lab, Aalto School of Art and Design) as well as Sonic Interaction
Design (Signal Processing and Acoustics, Aalto School of Technology). There is interest
in exploring the common ground between these endeavours and finding interdisciplinary
connecting points, as evidenced by individual collaborations. Nevertheless, a systematic
charting of relevant research and established network is needed to a) further strengthen
existing connections and b) identify and approach other interest groups with relevance to
the thematic area.

This survey was done by contacting people inside AALTO according to a list of contacts
provided by the AGAR staff. Persons were contacted by sending emails and browsing the
individual research groups’ web pages and browsing information provided from the official
information systems (INTO, Noppa, Etc.). This paper gathers the information which was
found with these methods.

This paper is organized as follow. The schools (ELEC, ECON, SCI, TAIK) are presented in
individual chapters. Each chapter has similar structure where game audio related teaching
is inspected in the context of existing master’s programs. Then the game audio related
courses for each department are presented as a list. The research groups are also presented.
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2 School of Arts, Design and Architecture (ARTS)

2.1 Master’s Programs

2.1.1 Master’s Degree Programme in Sound in New Media (Department of Media)

Source (http://studies.aalto.fi/en/programs/artdesign/sound_in_new_media/)

The Master’s Degree Programme in Sound in New Media focuses on sound and music in
the context of digital design, interactive art and media and experimental production. This
unique Master’s Degree Programme combines art, design and media driven aspects of sound
design in the digital era, covering a wide range of disciplines from concept design to live
performance and from storytelling to programming.

The programme is targeted to students who have completed their BA, BSc or similar degree
(e.g. in Polytechnic/ Applied Science) in sound design or music, or have gained basic sound
design skills on the side of their studies through other kind of activities.

The courses are provided by several units and faculties in different Universities in the
Helsinki region. Curriculum-wise our main partners are the Centre for Music and Technology
in the Sibelius Academy, and the Department of Media Technology in Aalto University
School of Science. In addition to professors and teachers of the partner universities, teaching
resources are extended through our wide international networks in the field. Teaching
language is English.

2.1.2 Master’s Degree Programme in New Media (Department of Media)

Source: (http://studies.aalto.fi/en/programs/artdesign/new_media/)

Master’s degree programme in New Media, Specialisation in New Media is a 2-year area of
specialisation focusing on design for interactive digital media.

Allowing students to improve the skills they already have by contributing to group assign-
ments, the core elements are critical reflection and teamwork, including learning to share,
communicate and explore things from multiple perspectives. We follow New Media trends
and phenomena but also put them into an historical and cultural perspective and try to peek
into the future to see where it will take us.

The course emphasizes projects – hands-on with minds on – and both practice and theory
are combined. The project modules are all about interdisciplinary and co-operative working
while individual competence is highlighted in the tools and skills modules, workshops and
guided studio work. Subjects include information design, interactive narratives, virtual
environments, physical computing, game design and the media solutions of the future.
Teaching language is English.
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2.1.3 Master’s Degree Programme in New Media, Game Design and Production
(Department of Media)

Source (http://studies.aalto.fi/en/programs/artdesign/game_design/)

Master’s Degree Programme in New Media, Game Design and Production is a 2-year area of
specialisation focusing on design and production for digital games.

The education is project-oriented, combining practice with theory. Students will deepen their
existing skills in the areas of game design and production based on the personal study plan.
Studies include practical game productions and the MA thesis includes a game production.

The Game Design and Production MA studies are offered in co-operation with the depart-
ment of Media Technology at Aalto University School of Science and Technology, and the
department of Business Technology at Aalto University School of Economics.

The goal of the subject is to educate experts that can work as game designers, producers or
in tasks in related areas. In addition, the graduates are eligible to apply for doctoral studies.

Graduates of the Media Lab have become well placed within game companies in Finland
and abroad. Most graduates find employment immediately on graduation and some have
formed their own companies. An increasing number of Media Lab graduates enter research
and also apply for doctoral studies towards the degree of Doctor of Arts at Aalto University
School of Art and Design.

Education is given in the Media Lab, and the teaching language is English.

2.2 Related Courses

The core of the game audio related teaching in Aalto is in the school of art and science. The
teaching is mainly given at the department of media. Some supplementary courses that can
be linked to the game audio can be found at the department of motion picture, television and
production design.

Department of Motion Picture, Television and Production Design

• 22121 Movie soundtrack (2 ov)

• 22308 Basics of the sound (1.5 op)

• 22342 Studio recording (3 op)

• 22345 Foley recording (2 op)

• 22352 Multi-channel audio (4 op)

• 22353 Soundtrack for animations (3 op)

• 22601 Recording and sound design (doc) (3 op)

• 22680 Movie soundtrack (SibA ) (1-10 op)
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Department of Media

• 25318 AAa: Advanced Audio Production Work (1-5 op) Contents: Sound, audio or
music related project work in the domain of new media or digital design, carried out
individually or in a team.

• 25319 Introduction to Sound Design and Music (1-4 op) Contents: The course provides a
general understanding of sound design in the context of new media. The topics handled
within the course are Our sonic environment, Designing sounds, The dimensions of
music, Introduction to MIDI, Narration with sound, Non-linearity in sound, Game
audio, Sonic branding and Sound art. In addition to these, students may bring up other
topics through their own short presentations prepared and held during the course.

• 25323 Composing with Pure Data (3 op) Contents: Composing with Pure Data work-
shop aims to familiarize students with the language of Pure Data and the uses of
computers in music in general. Pure Data is an open source environment, written and
maintained by Miller Puckette and includes the work of many developers, making the
whole package very much a community effort.

• 25355 Rapid Mobile Application Prototyping Workshop (3 op) Contents: The aim of the
workshop is to provide a practical introduction to:

1. How to easily and quickly make a working mobile application incl. UI elements,
Bluetooth, networking, use of pictures, audio, video.

2. Multimedia for mobiles - how to make animations incl. sound, interactive ele-
ments, network access.

3. Mobile Media - how to make micro movies, XHTML pages, MMSs, Ringtones.

4. Add-ons - GPS, RFID and other sensors.

5. Mobile client & server architecture - understanding ways of how to interact with
large screens, connect to data bases and servers.

6. Mobile multi-user applications - Examples will be discussed.

• 25377 Game Project (6-15 cr) Contents: A group of students will design and develop a
game. At the end of the course, each group publishes a freeware game that they have
developed. In addition to the game, a design document, a concept art bible, assets lists
are returned, as well as each student writes a learning diary.

• 25388 Sound Design for Interactive Commodities (3 cr) Contents: Increasingly, physical
artifacts of everyday use are endowed with information and communication technolo-
gies. These "interactive commodities" provide exciting new possibilities for sonic
interaction design: The visual modality is often restricted by size or the peripheral
use of such artifacts, and most importantly, they are physical objects with a complex,
narrative and procedural identity which suggests the use of sound beyond simple
beeps.

We will investigate narrative sound design strategies inspired from highly evolved
fields like film and game sound, learning to use sound to provide interpretative clues
and to leverage the expressive potential of sound. These strategies then will be
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applied for developing contextualized scenarios and prototypes of sounding interactive
commodities.

In order to get credited, the student must be present and complete the assignment(s)
given during the workshop. The grade depends on the studentŠs activity in the class
plus the ingenuity of the design of the course assignment.

• 25389 Sound Seminar (3-4 cr) Contents: Sound Seminar is a weekly meeting forum
for Sound MA students. The aim is to share and discuss students’ ongoing and future
sound projects, both inside and outside Media Lab. The seminar is open also for other
students interested in or working with audio and music.

• 25415 Building Interfaces for Audiovisual Performance (3 cr) Contents: This workshop
will focus on the use of simple sensors (light, motion, turning, bending, etc) combined
with simple actuators (motors, relays, LEDs, lights) and controlled via PureData and
the Arduino board to create a physical interface system for audiovisual performance.
Participants are encouraged to think "outside the box" of the computer, and to find
ways in which elements of the physical world can react with each other.

• 25416 Game Audio Workshop (2-4 cr) Contents: The course will provide an overview of
the challenges and skills required to be a game sound designer. The primary focus will
be on content creation and implementation requirements for games.

• 25417 Sonic Narration in Audiovisual Productions (1-4 cr) Contents: The course will
dwell on the aesthetics of sound, shedding some light on its history while analyzing
the production process and its inherent transmitted message, as well as discussing
sound transformation and editing through traditional techniques.

• 25420 Game Design (5 cr) Contents: The course covers the bases of theory and methods
of game design and includes practical design exercises.

• 25421 Understanding Games (6 cr) Contents: Developing understanding what kind of
phenomena games are, and getting familiar with some perspectives that can be used
to study games.

• 25422 Advanced Topics in Game Design (5 cr) Contents: The course addressed the
advanced aspects or method of game design such as narrative design, gameplay design
patterns, and prototyping. The focus of this course varies.

• 25423 Game Research Project (6 cr) Contents: The course aims to develop research
skill in context of game design and research. Independent research work, which results
are reported in an essay.

• 25425 Physical Interaction Design (3-5 cr) Contents: PID course introduces physical
interaction design in New Media works with microcontroller and sensor technolo-
gies. The course explores multimodal interaction practices where they adapt physical
interaction to daily life applications and contemporary art works. The course also intro-
duces artistic strategies, structures and methodologies for the creation of interactive
installations, physical media/image/sound projects and for the creation of experimental
musical instruments. Course will be taught using the Pure Data and Arduino open-
source environments. Physical Interaction Design course is a project-based course.
At the end of the course, students will submit and present their projects. If it will be
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possible with the schedule, there will be also a public performance organized for the
students to perform and exhibit their course works.

• 25426 Sound Design and Interactive Music (3-5 cr) Contents: This is an introduc-
tion course for the students to get familiar with the uses of computers in designing
and processing sounds for interactive music performances/installations/compositions.
Course gives opportunity to students to learn how to process and organize sounds in
digital environment through- out different sonic experimentation strategies. Course
focuses on very practical and everyday branch of physics and acoustics where students
incorporate their everyday observations into the process of learning how physics and
sound works. It also introduces digitizing and fundamentals of digital audio. Within
the digital sound synthesis concept, the course explores several related topics; com-
puter music basics (sampling and additive synthesis, multiple wave table, granular
synthesis, subtractive synthesis), sonification process (transformation of information
into sounds), mapping strategies, the spatial sound and music, digital instrument
design as well as defining a method for basic and abstract analysis of input data.
Sound Design and Interactive Music course is a project-based course. At the end of
the course, students will submit and present their projects. There will be also a public
performance organized for the students to perform and exhibit their course works.

• 25428 Game Analysis (5 cr) Contents: The course aims to develop understanding about
games, their structure, and how the games create experiences. The focus of the course
will be concepts that are usable also in game design.

2.3 Rersearch groups

2.3.1 Sound and Physical Interaction

Source (https://into.aalto.fi/display/fimedia/Research+in+Media+Lab)

Sound and Physical Interaction research group (SOPI) is focusing on sound and its emerging
role in New Media practices. SOPI research group deals with digital sound in more aes-
thetically engaging forms. The group is interested in the research and implementation of
sound design together with physical interaction practices on various levels to advance their
roles and impact in the future of media and interactive art. The research group combines
the knowledge in Sonic Interaction and expertise in Interactive Art/Music. SOPI research
group aims to broaden this focus by collaboration at a national and an international level.
RESEARCH TOPICS The scope of the SOPI research group includes all aspects of compu-
tational analysis, synthesis and processing as applied to sound in New Media practices;
communication, audio-visual production, computer music and interactive art. SOPI research
focus areas include but not limited to;

• Multimodal Interfaces

• Physical Interaction

• Mobile Music
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• Embodied approaches to Sonic Interaction

• Participatory Music Experience

• Computational Models for Audiovisual Performances

Contact: M.Koray Tahiroglu, Director of the group, tel: +358 45 233 627 koray.tahiroglu@aalto.fi

2.3.2 Crucible Studio

Source (https://into.aalto.fi/display/fimedia/Research+in+Media+Lab)

Crucible Studio explores, defines and creates new forms of storytelling in dialogue with new
media and traditions of drama. Founded in 2002, the research studio is situated between
the Media Lab and Media Centre Lume of School of Art and Design, which provides a
unique environment where professionally equipped and maintained production facilities
are linked with a content-led, practice-based and multidisciplinary research group. For the
Art of Storytelling in New Media Crucible Studio participates in Practice Based Research
productions, which combine state-of-the-art expertise of design, drama, and technology.
Crucible Studio’s goal is to achieve deeper emotional experiences in the interactive media
and to create production methods to develop content and technology simultaneously in the
multi-talented teams of artists, designers, scientists and technology experts. Crucible Studio
was established to respond to the apparent need of story-based, emotionally rich contents of
high-quality new media products and co-operation between the experts in arts, technology
and design.

Contact: Mika Tuomola, Director, mika.tuomola@aalto.fi

3 School of Electrical Engineering (ELEC)

3.1 Master’s Programs

Currently in ELEC there are no master’s programs even closely related to the game industry.

3.2 Related Courses

The School of Electrical engineering has only one department giving teaching in audio related
topics, namely the Department of Signal Processing and Acoustics (SPA). The courses listed
into this document include the most essential ones based on their core content. There might
also be courses that can be useful in the field of game audio studies depending on the student
personal preferences. It is also worth of mentioning that the post-graduate seminar courses
have different topic each year so it is possible that there will be even closely matched courses
in the future.

Department of Signal Processing and Acoustics
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• S-89.2300 Sound and Voice Technology (5 cr) Contents: Fundamental concepts of
sound (without heavy mathematics).Hearing and psychoacoustics. Sound sources with
examples from musical instruments and musical acoustics. Electroacoustics, sound
reproduction, speech, music technology. Basics of audio signal processing and digital
audio. Fundamentals of noise and room acoustics.

• S-89.3460 Spatial Sound P (5-8 cr) Contents: The influence of listening space to sound.
Spatial perception of sound. Recording and reproduction of spatial sound. Subjective
and objective evaluation of spatial sound quality. Listening tests. Research project
conduction. Students design and conduct listening tests in groups. The number of
attendees is limited, participants are chosen depending on their grades in earlier
studies.

• S-89.3510 DSP Processors and Audio Signal Processing (5 cr) Contents: Architecture,
development tools, and assembly programming of general purpose DSP processors.
Assembly programming exercise in small groups. Real-time DSP is applied to filtering,
shaping, generation, and recognition of audio signals and to generate different audio
effects.

• S-89.3540 Audio Signal Processing P (5 cr) Contents: General overview, history, and
applications of audio signal processing, sampling rates and number of bits in digital
audio, dither, noise shaping, digital filters used in audio, audio-specific design methods
for digital filters, sampling rate conversion, analysis methods for audio signals, digital
reverberation and effects, 3-D sound and virtual acoustics, sound synthesis, audio
coding and multimedia standards.

• S-89.3580 Audio Signal Processing Seminar (3 cr) Contents: The seminar is devoted
to changing current topics in audio signal processing. In fall 2011, the topic of the
seminar will be mobile audio programming on popular platforms. Invited expers
will introduce the architecture and application programming interfaces relevant for
interactive mobile audio applications.

3.3 Research Groups

3.3.1 Communication acoustics team: Spatial sound and Psychoacoustics

Source (http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/research/cat/)

Communication acoustics is a field which includes e.g. capturing, transmission, synthesis
and perception of audio. We have conducted studies in two subtopics of it: spatial sound, and
psychoacoustics.

Spatial sound is a field that investigates the reproduction and perception of the spatial
attributes of sound. In our team, new multichannel sound reproduction technologies are
being developed by using conventional microphone techniques with modern DSP. We also
investigate how humans perceive spatial attributes in order to create computational tools
for evaluating the quality of spatial sound reproduction.

The following list shows some specific topics inside the spatial sound field on which we are
working:
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• Vector base amplitude panning (VBAP). A widely used technique for positioning virtual
sources using amplitude panning for arbitrary 2-D or 3-D loudspeaker layouts.

• Spatial impulse response rendering. A recent technique for introducing the acoustic
effect of an existing room to a dry sound signal over multi-channel loudspeaker setups.

• Directional audio coding. A technique to reproduce spatial sound. Can be applied to
high-quality reproduction of spatial sound over arbitrary reproduction methods, in
teleconferencing and in stereo upmixing.

• Psychoacoustics and evaluation of spatial sound. Listening tests and binaural auditory
modeling.

• Real and virtual acoustics. Analysis of sound field in spaces and room simulation
techniques for interactive virtual acoustics.

• Augmented reality audio. Techniques where physcally real sound environment is
extended with virtual environments.

• DSP techniques for room response modeling. Presents a particular digital filter
configuration and related design methods for room response modeling and equalization.

• Perception of musical instrument sounds. Perception of attributes in musical instru-
ment sounds, and subjective evaluation of sound source models.

Contact: Ville Pulkki, ville.pulkki@aalto.fi

3.3.2 Schema-SID: Synthesis, Control, and Hierarchical Event Modeling Algorithms for
Sonic Interaction Design

Source (http://http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/~cerkut/temp/schema-sid/)

Sonic Interaction Design aims to exploit sound as one of the principal channels conveying
information in interactive contexts. Temporal requirements differentiate sonic interactions
from any other mode of interaction, such as touch and vision. The present Academy Research
Fellowship application Synthesis, Control, and Hierarchical Event Modeling Algorithms for
Sonic Interaction Design (Schema-SID) proposes a research team around the theme of sonic
interaction design, a detailed research agenda on developing novel modeling algorithms
for different stream layers, and a software system extended with sensors and actuators for
implementation and hosting of these algorithms. The system is a container of multiple sound
sources, interacts with the user mainly trough sound (provisions for basic visual and tangible
interaction are also included), addresses the temporal requirements of sonic interaction
design, and can adapt to different application areas and scenarios.

The main objective of the proposed project is to regard sonic interaction design as a central
principle in sound modeling and develop novel algorithms for sound synthesis, control, and
(especially) event generation. Expressed as layers, these generators create the different
temporal streams typically observed in sonic interaction of multiple sound sources. Our
objective reverses the common approach that expects user adaptation and training for a
given sound synthesis algorithm. Instead, the user interacts with the proposed system via a
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standard set of multimodal interfaces; the top-level layer conveys the user input to lower
layers, acts as a container of multiple sound sources, imposes a hierarchical scheduling of
interactions between the user and other sound sources, and finally renders the multimodal
throughput of the system. This layer is basically a global topology manager; whereas the
two lower layers are based on local interactions via software interaction blocks. Finally, the
whole system requires automatic, general, and reliable parameter estimation techniques,
which will be addressed by using statistical inference techniques in all three layers.

Possible application areas of the proposed research include digital services for contemporary
multimedia computer networks and portable telecommunication devices, entertainment
(movies, animations, and computer games), art and music (audio-visual installations, inter-
active computer music, new experimental musical instruments, interactive improvisation,
and dance performances), electronic toys, and enactive interfaces.

Site of research: SPA, ELEC

Project Supervisor: Dr. Cumhur Erkut

Project personnel (various times) Antti Jylhä (PhD April 2012, with distinction), Stefano
Delle Monache (PhD April 2012), Koray Tahiroglu (PhD December 2008), Juho Kostiainen
(MSc, 2011), Matti Pesonen (MSc 2011), Reha Discioglu (MA 2012), Ferran Boix Piella (BSc
2011)

External collaboration Prof. Matti Karjalainen (in memoriam), Prof. Em. Perry R. Cook,
Prof. Ville Pulkki, Dr. A. Taylan Cemgil (Cambridge University, later Bogazici University ,
Umut Simsekli (BU), Prof. Davide Rocchesso, Prof. Stefania Serafin, Inger Ekman, Daniel
Hug, Prof. Ercan Altinsoy, and other COST-SID members

Related Projects SID : COST Action IC0601 Sonic Interaction Design

Contact: Cumhur Erkut, cumhur.erkut@aalto.fi

4 School of Science (SCI)

4.1 Master’s Programs

4.1.1 Major of Media Technology

Source: (http://media.tkk.fi/en/studies/modules-majors/)

The importance of the digital media in everyday life is increased all the time. The technical
development in the area is advancing rapidly, and new innovations widen the spectrum
of application areas from before. From the major of Media Technology viewpoint the most
prominent areas include interactive multimedia applications, computer games and the
required technologies, content production and user interfaces related to these.

In the major of Media Technology the digital media is approached from the technical view-
point, ie. how media is created or acquired from the real world with cameras or sensors
in order to be presented digitally, and how it is processed algorithmically. On the other
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hand visual information and the media content production processes are considered from
the system design viewpoint. The third important factor is the human media interaction.
This human factor is handled via perception psychology and development of user interfaces.
The core is the development of a product (application, service, etc.) in digital media.

This combination enables the studies to include for example the whole chain related to
service production in the media sector. Students learn how to develop versatile interactive
services and applications for the digital media and how to combine the pieces from the media
production process viewpoint.

Possible future work positions are development tasks of interactive applications, specialist in
the computer game industry or in the animation field, development of new media applications
(i.e. touch screens), and development of image systems in equipment and media industry.

The department of Media Technology has aplenty research activities in the area of digital
media. This offers the opportunity to focus also on the newest developments of the field in
addition to the basic knowledge of the area. The major offers a good base to work in the
commercial and industrial life, but creates also firm ground to postgraduate studies.

4.2 Related Courses

The Department of Media Technology offers teaching in various fields. The listed courses are
related to the game audio. Some of these courses are more for gaining a suitable amount of
background knowledge required in the master’s level studies. The core contents of some of
these courses are more towards media technology in a general level than what is required in
game audio.

Department of Media Technology

• T-111.5400 Virtual Reality P (4 cr), Contents: After the course you can describe factors
affecting immersion in virtual reality, and you can assess and classify applications
based on them. In addition, you can design a new virtual reality application and the
required environment on a coarse level. In addition you can create a simple application.

• T-111.5025 Sound design (3 cr) Contents: Sound expression, sound narration, sound
and music production, and related tools.

• T-111.1100 Tools of digital media (3 cr) Contents: Basics of the digital media tools.
Course focuses to multimedia development using Flash tools. Digital image processing
is also covered.

• T-75.4200 Media Production and Use Processes P (4-6 cr) Contents: Ongoing changes in
media consumption break up traditional structures and processes of media production,
management, and use. The content-centric and distributed creation and consumption
of media products based upon extensive metadata vocabularies becomes standard. This
course provides organizational and technical insights into the production processes,
content and metadata management as well as utilized systems of various media forms
such as print, television and online media.

• T-75.4900 Perception, Contents: Basic principles of human perception systems. The
focus is on understanding of the human perception functionalities.
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4.3 Research Croups

4.3.1 PhdVirtA (Physically-based Virtual Acoustics)

Source (http://media.tkk.fi/en/research/projects/)

The research is divided into three main topics. 1. Authentic auralization with physically-
based room acoustics modeling. The recently introduced acoustic radiance transfer method
is developed further to handle complex reflections from surfaces as well as diffraction. 2.
Quality evaluation of concert hall acoustics. Novel algorithms will be developed for spatial
sound analysis of a large impulse response database. Live recordings will be analyzed to
find new objective quality measures. Quality assessments will also be performed subjectively
with sensory evaluation method. 3. Augmented reality audio technology, which reveals the
potential and richness of emerging technologies, giving a scenario of the possible future
personalized mobile audio communications. The research receives funding from the Academy
of Finland, project no. [119092] and the European Research Council under the European
Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) ERC grant agreement no.
[203636].

Contact: Tapio Lokki, tapio.lokki@aalto.fi

5 School of Economics (ECON)

5.1 Master’s Programs

Currently in ECON there are no master’s programs even closely related to the game industry.

5.2 Related Courses

The School of Economics is not so closely related to the production technologies required in
game audio. The courses offer background knowledge on the intellectual property rights and
software business knowledge.

• 37E00800 Software and service business (6 cr) Contents: The lifecycle of a software
venture, including product idea, founding a company, acquiring risk financing, and
developing the business and its products; The special characteristics of digital goods
and co-ordination of software and business development

• 38E00100 Intellectual Property Rights (6 cr) Contents: The value of corporations
and entire economies depend on intangible assets and their protection by intellectual
property rights (IPR).This course covers IPRt’s, i.e. trademarks, patents, trade secrets
and copyright, from both a legal and a law and economics perspective. In addition
the areas of IPRt’s and competition as well as enforcement are analyzed. The course
starts by comparing the traditional legal approach with an economic one, it offers a
law and economics model of argumentation, where after it scrutinizes the economics
of property and ends by the students presenting their term papers focusing on IPRt’s
from a law and economics point of view. Although the students can freely choose their
topic each paper has to start by describing the legal issue within the area of IPR to be
discussed and then continue by viewing the issue at hand from a law and economics
point of view. In order to enrich the discussion and increase the understanding critical
views are encouraged.
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6 Conclusions

Game audio related teaching is mainly focused to the courses provided by the Department of
Media. Although there can be evident found links in between game audio related teaching
topics from different departments inside Aalto University. It can be seen that courses outside
Department of Media can be considered as sources of methodologies and tools that are
required in achieving deeper understanding to various topics in game audio. The most
relevant master’s programs are also available at the Department of Media.
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